
 MG4500 LIFTMATE™ HD
Floor Scales

METTLER TOLEDO MG4500 LIFTMATE HD is a fully electronic floor scale designed for heavy duty
applications, such as weighing steel coils or heavy freight with large forklifts.  It can accommodate many
different applications, since it provides the flexibility of being installed flush with the floor or above ground.
Also, the optional coil cradle can be mounted directly to the weighing platform to accommodate large coils of
material.  The cradle is available in seven sizes ranging from 3’W x 4’L to 6’W x 7’L, with a rubber padded “V”
trough saddle.  The scale’s platform and sub-frame assembly are constructed of mild steel and then painted
with a rugged epoxy paint finish.  The top access to the stainless steel NEMA 4X junction box allows for easy
installation and maintenance.
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MG4500 40,000 lb 60,000 lb
Scale Size (ft.) 5’ x 5’,  5’ x 7’,  6’ x 6’,  6’ x 8’,

 7’ x 9’,  8’ x 10’
5’ x 5’,  5’ x 7’,  5’ x 8’,

6’ x 6’,  6’ x 8’,  7’ x 7’,  8’x  8’
Platform Height (in.) 8-3/8” 10-3/4”

Features Benefits
CENTERLIGN™ Capture
Foot Suspension

� Assures only vertical forces are applied to load cells

LIFTMATE™ Structural
Channel Frame

� Excellent protection for top-of-floor installations
� Integral pit frame for in-floor installations

Rugged Industrial
Construction

� I-beam construction for extremely heavy loads
� Constructed of mild steel, with a rugged two-part epoxy

paint finish
� 100% End Loading; ideal for forklifts and other

concentrated loads
Stainless Steel Load Cells � Provides extra protection in harsh environments
Hazardous Area Approval � Factory Mutual Approved Load Cell when used with

METTLER TOLEDO Intrinsically Safe Instruments.
 Approvals � NTEP, Class III, COC #89-103

The MG4500 LIFTMATE can interface with all METTLER TOLEDO analog instruments and
accessories. METTLER TOLEDO is the largest scale manufacturer in the world and has been
a major supplier of industrial weighing equipment since the turn of the century.  We have
authorized sales and service offices throughout the U.S., Canada, and every major part of the
world.  Contact your nearest authorized METTLER TOLEDO distributor for details on
METTLER TOLEDO Floor Scales... or any other weighing applications.

Rugged,
Heavy Duty
Floor Scale

Capacity
40,000 lb
60,000 lb

Produced in a
Facility that is

FM
APPROVED

COC #89-103


